Abstract. In article considered the concept of range, as main design tool and implementation of algorithms of processing of the big data sets used in experimental calculations of mathematical physics.
implementation within a specific objective. For example, the imperative programming paradigm with which use codes of the print_array programs ( Fig. 1 ) and print_array_1 ( Fig. 2) bringing array contents to the console provides to the developer of means of the description of sequence of commands and logical transitions which the computer is going to execute. It is very similar to the orders expressed by an imperative mood in natural languages, and the basic syntax concept supporting this paradigm is the operator. Within this it is quite enough simple, provided in examples, tasks, language tools, means supported by the selected coding style and the used idioms for implementation of the decision. But similar approach can be hardly conceptually widespread on more complex problems where the abstractions used in design process shall be already higher level.
program print_array implicit none integer, parameter :: n = 10 integer :: i, arr(n) = (/1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10/) do i = 1, n print *, arr(i) end do end program Provision of the most effective implementation of the specific algorithm directed on operation with a big data set will allow to use it for the solution of complex challenges of computing character and repeatedly. In an example of print_array_2 ( Fig. 3 ), procedural and operator programming style which is development of an imperative paradigm is applied and allows to use concept the range for implementation of subprograms.
We will assume that there is a sequence which elements shall be processed by any algorithm. In the course of such processing there is an appeal to all elements of sequence, beginning from the first and finishing last. The similar situation meets in implementation process of algorithms so often that for processed elements of sequence there is a special notation: the range. For example, the range [first, last) consists of all elements from first to last, but not including the last. Such asymmetric form of record is used to focus attention that [first, last) is a half-open interval which includes all elements, since first, but not last. The range [first, last) is admissible if to all its elements, excepting last, it is possible to get access and if the element facing last is achievable from first namely if sequentially being moved, since first, on all line items of the range a finite number of times it is possible to get to a line item the previous last. From the fundamental point of view the ranges are defined thus because their asymmetric form helps to avoid errors, the so-called, lost unit, i.e. the quantity of elements in the range [i, N) is equal to N-i, namely it is exactly so much, how many it is expected.
Using the concept of the range it is possible to pass to other more general concept of interval function. The concept of interval function provides possibility of creation of algorithms capable to process any data structures of the elements supporting concept of one-dimensional sequence, for example one-dimensional arrays in the FORTRAN and similar languages. Besides, writing of a code of the program with use of interval functions requires smaller efforts, and decisions with their application usually look more visually and logically.
